
FUR TRADE (Steve Bays + Parker Bossley) SIGN TO LIGHT ORGAN RECORDS

RELEASE NEW INDIE SLEAZE GLAM JAM “LOL TRASH” WITH VIDEO

Stream Here | Watch Here

Link to press photo HERE | Credit: Brendan Meadows

(March 21, 2023) – Illustrious Vancouver-based alt-indie-synth duo Fur Trade have signed to Light Organ Records. A
collaboration between four-time JUNO nominee Steve Bays and Parker Bossley, (Hot Hot Heat, Mounties, The Gay
Nineties), Fur Trade is excited to premiere the single, “LOL Trash”, a soaring indie-sleaze glam rock track that
showcases their nimble production skills, tongue in cheek lyricism, and penchant for creating an irresistible groove. The
accompanying video is retro-feeling yet fresh, consisting of real life snapshots of Parker and Steve at various house
parties and bars, shot the same weekend they wrote “LOL Trash”.

Stream Here | Watch Here

“I like making videos myself if possible,” says Bays who edited the new video. “When a song gets released to the public,
there are so many creative decisions that still have to be made after the song is written; the artwork, the photos, the video,
etc. Those are all potential landmines where the essence of the song can get lost or watered down. So, even though there

https://fanlink.to/FurTradeLOLTrash
https://youtu.be/usOV7z4XuZw
https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo/p6t5lpitt5m5taojtl9hc/h?dl=0&rlkey=wdyvf7ofdf60h8adk09yqx6mm
https://fanlink.to/FurTradeLOLTrash
https://youtu.be/usOV7z4XuZw


are plenty of super talented video creators out there who would do a great job, Parker and I just prefer being as involved
with all of those extra creative stages because, in the end, when someone sees the final product, it's that much more likely
that they will get to feel the same feelings we were feeling when we made the song in the first place. It's the same reason
we record and mix the music ourselves. It's a more concentrated form of that initial creative explosion, and I want people
to feel that feeling as much as possible, even if it means things aren't always as hi-fi as what other people might do if we
were to outsource."

The duo’s first 2023 single with the label, “LOL Trash”, comes on the heels of their popular 2022 Christmas single,
“Christmas In A Cage”.

On signing to Light Organ, president Jonathan Simkin says, "I first became aware of Steve Bays at New Music West when
he performed as part of Hot Hot Heat. They were on fire during that festival, and I believe were signed shortly thereafter to
a deal with Sub Pop. Next thing you know, I’m reading about Hot Hot Heat in Q Magazine. So when I got an opportunity to
work with Steve as an artist as part of Mounties, it was an absolute thrill. The early success we had was amazing. I’ve
also known Parker for a long time, and he was also a member of Mounties. Additionally, Steve and Parker have both
worked in a production and mixing capacity with many of our artists such as Hotel Mira, Molly Annelle, and dwi. When
Steve and Parker started sending me the Fur Trade music, I was hooked instantly. For me, this is exactly the kind of band
that alternative rock needs right now. Uplifting, even if the lyrics are often sad. Current. Unbridled. Majestic.
Unselfconscious."

Link to single artwork here

Follow @FurTradeBand and @LightOrganRecords

Facebook // Instagram // Twitter // YouTube // Spotify // Apple 

###

Press inquiries, contact:
Listen Harder Music Publicity
Cristina Fernandes | cristina@listenharder.com
2938 Dundas St. W., Toronto, ON M6P 1Y0
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